more and more complex, when a telegram from Moscow called it all off
and we took the old European leftover parlour-and-dining-car to Moscow.
There was a wide blank space at the frontier., trees all cut down, a kind
of no-man's land, a barbed-wire entanglement both sides. Towers with
sentries were overlooking this cleared space. Russian sentries were march-
ing up and down the station platforms on the one side, Polish sentries on
the other* I ran into one and was waved back into the Russian station.
The famous trials were just over. The Army had been purged of an
army. It was said in Paris that both the frontiers were closed and we could
not get into Russia. In Paris they tried to scare us out of going there at all.
We wouldn't be scared.
I should like to write at length of Moscow, but this chapter of An Auto-
biography for a hundred reasons, all good, must come to an end.
The enthusiastic Russian people were wonderfully kind to us. Warm
hospitality. Their works were even more wonderful. Old churches were
going up in the air, dynamited to make way for wide avenues for the new
Moscow* Moscow was being made ready for five million citizens. The
great road-making programme going on toward Leningrad, young girls
with white kerchiefs over their fair hair driving great steam-rollers.
Tractors and trucks were everywhere. The old buildings, some good,
contrasting sharply with the new ones, mostly bad. Of their kind, many
of the old Russian Greek Orthodox churches were fine. Of course, the
beautiful Kremlin.
But the modern buildings were hard and coarse, unsympathetic and
badly proportioned. This would apply to all but a score of them with per-
fect jxxstice* I don't wonder the Russian people reacted to them as they
did, rejecting them in favour of the old classic order. The so-called modern
buildings must have been hateful to the mystic emotion, the passion of the
people of Russia. I met many of the Russian architects and writing for
Soviet Russia Today when I came home, have described them and their
work,
We went over to meet our Ambassador and had luncheon with Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Davies. Joe was a Madison U. boy and we enjoyed a private talk,
with a glance now and then at the walls, because there was reason to
believe that outsiders were under espionage. But that wore off and not a
single basis for suspicion could we see from first to last during our visit.
We wore allowed to buy nothing for ourselves, Even our telegrams,
personal laundry, went in with the hotel bills to the Soviet. The architects
carried this so far that when we wanted to bring back some antique
Russian instruments to Taliesin they wouldn't hear of anything but buy-
ing them and presenting them to us.
So warmly attached did we become to the Russian Spirit that I came
nearer to tears in leaving them than I remember in my life.
What a land of opportunity was Russia! In the street or in private
homes, in all places public or private, it was we? ours: our theatre, our safe-
way, our schools, etc. Too much going into building up the defence wfefcb

